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ABSTRACT 

Now a day’s people don’t have much time due to their intensive schedule. And roads have become much more 

crowdy to drive.So everyone wants to reach the destination as early as possible. Therefore transportation has 

become a major issue. To over-comeSuch problems Radio Frequency Identification (rfid) can be used. In this 

paper we would see how rfid can be used for transport Related problems for Indian roads.Here in collaboration 

with rfid we have also used Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and Enhanced Circuit Switched 

Data on GSM (ECSD) which has increased the range and scope of our project. Here we are going to see certain 

traffic Problems and how we can over-come them using rfid. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In rapidly developing countries there is a problem of increasing Number of vehicles on road. So the 

transportation is becoming A major issue. In earlier days traffic signals reduces the Problems to a certain extent, 

but now people wants to reach Their destination as early as possible. Due to which the rate ofAccidents have 

gone higher and also we can see more trafficJams on certain roads where there is less intensity of vehicles.There 

are many problems due to traffic such as accident risk,Environment hazards, violation of rules related to 

traffic,Parking arrangement, toll administration, stealing of vehicles,Street signal administration etc. So to solve 

such problems andTo increase the speed of travelling, rfid can be used. Rfid tag Can store certain amount of 

information related to vehicle such 

As owner‟s info, RC book, insurance info etc.Here we are using GSM module which contains small part in The 

vehicle which can transmit information related to any Harmful event to the vehicle to different points. If any 

vehicleBecomes accident affected, then this GSM module system Acquires the information related to the 

location of accident Through the rfid tags, which are installed on the road. ThisRfid tags sends the information 

to the GSM module. Then theAccident news SMS is sent to a particular number such asPolice, hospital, 

ambulance, owner of the vehicle etc. Not onlySMS is sent but also due to the accident, the vibration 

sensorWhich is placed in the vehicle gets activated. Due to which theDigital camera becomes ON. This camera 

takes images, whichAre also sent to police, hospital, ambulance, owner of theVehicle etc. As MMS.When any 

of the vehicles comes near a traffic signal, thenThe data or information stored in the rfid tag placed inside 
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theVehicle is read. Taking this information, into considerationComing from all the vehicles at a particular 

signal. The traffic Density on a particular side of signal is also taken into Consideration and a traffic signal is 

turned green or red. Due to This traffic is managed to certain extent automatically and Smartly.The vehicle 

insurance should be renewed in time. If it is not Done so then the traffic police will receive a SMS regarding the 

Details about the vehicle.In the parking area, a rfid reader is installed. This readerReads the information of 

vehicle immediately when it enters the Parking area. Then the reader allocates a particular area for Parking the 

vehicle and also generates the bill when the vehicle Moves out of the parking area. It is the same concept just 

like The automatic toll gate management system. 

1.1 RFID 

Radio frequency identification (rfid) technique is use widely Since many years. It works just like a Barcode 

which certain  Amount of information. Now a day‟s it has become cheaper and  So it is widely used everywhere. 

• rfid operates on 125 - 134 khz frequency range. 

• rfid tags also consist of writable memory, which stores info Which can be transferred to different rfid readers 

in various    Directions. 

• rfid cards and readers had become cheaper. 

There are huge improvements and developments to provide Support in tracking cars or finding certain unwanted 

things and  Also in managing certain activities. 

A simple rfid based system has three basic contents such 

As: 

A) An antenna, 

B) A transceiver consisting of a decoder, 

C) A rfid tag which is programmed with certain unique 

Information. 

Automatic vehicle identification tags can be further 

Classified into different tags, based on the program and type of The information stored in these tags is fixed 

(read only), and the tags cannot have any processing abilities. Smart Tags are used in combination with inline 

RF reader to convey information about the vehicle, customer, and account balance information to the toll system 

etc. Some portions of RFid tag information are fixed (such as vehicle and customer data) while certain areas are 

updateable (such as balance information). The Smart Tag consists of microprocessor, which provides 

information about account balance that is been updated every time the smart tag is used. 

1.2 GSM 

Global system for mobile communication (GSM) is a world widely considered as a benchmark for digital 

cellular communication. GSM is European mobile telephone standard for a mobile cellular radio system which 

operates on 900 MHz.Now it is a great accomplishment to provide both low speed and voice, through the 

invention of cellular telecommunications. Various GSM based systems have been developed. The GSM 

standard is considered for addressing  many problems. Now a day‟s Mobile communications has  become 

leading force for digital change. GSM provides voice  and data communication with less power utilization. 
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II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The project is divided into five different sections such as on road section, vehicle section, traffic 

signal section, parking section and toll gate section. Let discuss each section in detail. 

 

2.1 On road section: 

Here in this section there are „N‟ numbers of RFid tags which can transmit the information related to area and 

generates alerts for special zones such as school, colleges, hospital etc. The range of this section is up to 50 

meters with 64 Kbits of 

memory operating at frequency range of 902 MHz. The zonalinformation and alerts to the driver information is 

recorded in the tag. The alert information can be dynamically changed like  damage in bridge, condition of road 

and new changes in road 

(one way or two ways and other diversion indications) etc. 

 

2.2 Vehicle section: 

In this section, RFid reader is used. It also consists of RFid tag which stores information related to the vehicle 

and the vehiclesection also consist of 8051 embedded module and GSM module. In our project we have used 

SIM 300 GSM module  which can transmit alerts to the mobile receivers which are initially configured. RFID 

reader and GSM are used to receive and transmit data from the serial port of embedded module.Here the 

complete programming is done using embedded C language. The RFid tags are used which can transmit 

vehicleinformation stored in it such as insurance details, RC book and license etc., to traffic controllers. This 

information is received  by the RFid reader near the traffic signals. This helps the traffic controllers to manage 

traffic in a smarter way and also traffic  issues like insurance non-payment. Here in this section also consists of a 

digital camera for taking photos after accident and sent them as MMS to police, hospitals, ambulance etc. So 

that it will be helpful for relief operations, investigation and for  security for avoiding theft at accident porn 

areas. 

 

2.3 Traffic signal control section: 
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 2.3 Traffic signal control section  

Normally the traffic signals changes from red green after certain time interval. That means every were the traffic 

signalare operated on time division bases. If there are more vehicleson a particular as compared to other, then 

also the traffic willbe allowed to pass after a regular time allotted to every road. 

But here we can use a more advance and adaptive technique,which analyzes the amount of traffic on each road 

and then reduces the time of green signal on a particular road which consist of less number of vehicles. Here we 

have used 

microcontroller based RFid reader which is connected through serial port to a system. In this module we require 

large number of antennas which are placed on different roads for gathering information. By using such type of 

technique for traffic signal, more amount of traffic problems can be solved to a greater 

extent. This technique is most effective during peak hours of  traffic, where the vehicle density problems cannot 

arise. Very  important thing regarding this  technique is that it is cost  

.            

2.4 Parking slot management section: 

As the name itself suggest that this module may be used for parking arrangement related problems. In this 

module microcontroller based RFid reader, IR sensors and stepper  motor are used. Here we have used 

microcontroller based RFidreader, stepper motor & IR sensors which are connected  through serial port to a 

system. The controller based RFid with IR sensors is used to sense the incoming or outgoing car as well  as to 

allocate parking area. As the sensor‟s has to sense weather  the parking area is vacant or not. It produces a signal 

to the system that a particular area is free and also it indicates the  number of vacant slots where cars can be 

parked. It sense whether the vehicle is parked at the correct place. It also 

provides the system information about how much time the car was parked, so that the module can calculate the 

parking  charges. The stepper is just used for opening and closing of doors  when the cars comes in or goes out. 

This type of parking 

system is widely used in many European countries which provide cheap and much accurate parking 

management in a much lesser time. This system also avoids crowding of cars near the parking area. Parking 

issues are so 
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Figure 3: Parking slot management section. 

 2.5 Toll gate management section: 

This section is same as that of parking slot management section. Here also we have used microcontroller, 

stepper motor and RFid reader. The vehicle number is recognized by the reader and bill is generated easily. Due 

to this we can automatically control toll gates by the use of simple RFid based  

 

 

Figure 4: Toll gate management section. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Project is implemented using LPC 2148(Arm 7),if any further modification is required for additional features, 

ARM 7 is better than 8051 .In Accident alert system unit, RFID Reader  ,GSM module and vibration sensors are 

Interface with LPC 2148. In case of accident, vibration sensor generates large  amplitude signal, which indicates 

accident has been taken place. Location of accident information is given by RFid reader .accident location 

information is send through GSM module. Location of accident is received with help of RFid reader and tag 

located at road side.GSM module is connected to transmitter (Tx) of microcontroller serial port and RFid is 

connected to receiver of  microcontroller serial port. Digital camera will record the  accident, which can be 

utilized for studying the accident.Digital camera is also connected to system.  When vehicle is near to public 

places like hospital, school, market place, temple, RFid will give information regarding location, speed and 

safety instructions. In traffic signal management unit, RFid tag is placed inside the vehicle. Information 

regarding Vehicle, its insurance and 

P.U.C test is stored and other vehicle related details are also included. Location of vehicle can be traced and in 

case of  adverse situation information can be given to driver also very easily. 

In traffic signal management, RFid reader near the signal can get information regarding the number of vehicles 

on different roads, with the help of RFid tags present inside the vehicle,  Depending on vehicle present on 

different roads, timing of traffic signals can be varied, so that stop time of the vehicle at the signal can be 

reduced. In parking slot management system, RFid reader can get information about number of vehicles, and 

size of vehicle, and at the exit gate, again the vehicle information can be read by RFid reader from the tag 

present inside the vehicle and the computer system at the parking can generate the bill for parking. At some 

airport, parking bill is generated on basis of stay time of vehicle in parking slot, accordingly bill is generat  

 

3.1 Advantages 

1. Reduces the human efforts. 

2. Enables specific identification of vehicles. 

3. Multiple identification of vehicle is possible using 

RFid. 

4. RFid tag provides high reliability. 

5. Reduces time and money. 

6. Least possible work stress. 

3.2 Disadvantages 

1. It is difficult to duplicate tags. 

2. RFid tags takes power from the vehicle battery. 

3. Tag installation is difficult. 

4. In RFid Low frequency is used so data transmission 

rate is reduced. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In our project we have proposed a system which will give total solution for ransport and traffic related problems 

such as parking management, traffic rules violation control, Toll gate  control, traffic signal control and accident 

alert using RFid based system. It is a low cost, most effective solution for traffic related problems using RFid 

and GSM based technique. This is widely used in the developed countries such as USA, England, German and 

Japan. But as India is developing country, so this  type of system is not yet implemented. And another cause is  

due to heavy investment for any automated system for transport management. Considering all these factors in 

mind we have implemented this simple and cost efficient RFid based system.  This RFid based system will help 

in locating vehicles in the  criminal cases like smuggling of goods, terrorism and it will  also minimize the work 

load on check points. 
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